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Change at the top
for Flamingo
Co-founder and CEO Martin Hudson
steps into executive director role and is
replaced by former international MD
Olivia Streatfeild
lamingo
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Martin Hudson has become an executive director
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Flamingo’s acquisition of the Butters
Group and Afriflora NL. Afriflora operates
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with its own leadership management team
led by CEO Cees de Greve.

Hudson said he had greatly enjoyed his
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company produces and processes 10,000
tonnes of beans, Tenderstem and mixed
vegetables a year, as well as supplying UK
asparagus grown by Cobrey Farms.
Over the last quarter century, the company
has grown into a large international

replaced him, with Hudson continuing as a
main board director.
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Giles Turrell was appointed in June 2019 to
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“Flamingo’s first ten years in business were
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and is a leading supplier of
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